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Charlotte’s Web Written by: E.B White One of the

greatest classical books I’ve ever read. This is one of

my personal favorite books, The story Charlotte’s

Web is about a pig named Wilbur, and a Spider

named Charlotte. Wilbur, adopted by young Fern

grows up and sells him to her uncle who intends to

kill him for food, Charlotte vows to save the pig’s life

. This gentle story with its kindly wisdom about

friendship and love, referencing how it’s survived

and thrived even during this digital age . This

inspires the readers to think about how we should

keep friends and about how we should treat each

other.

 

To Kill A Kingdom is the debut standalone novel

by Alexandra Christo and it is a book perfect for

high fantasy and young adult readers. This dark

retelling of The Little Mermaid follows the point of

views of our main protagonists Lira who is siren

royalty and Prince Elian who is a pirate and siren

hunter. Lira is considered to be the most lethal of

them all, but when a twist of fate forces her to kill

one of her own, the Sea Queen punishes her and

turns her into the thing she loathes the most; a

human. This book follows Lira's journey as she has a

go at trying to be human and Elian's as he embarks

on the hunt for the key to destroying all sirenhood.

Read this book if you are a fan of dark retellings of

classic fairytales, this one will not disappoint.

If you want us to review your book suggestions, email them to us at
twswritersmagazine@outlook.com and we'll read them and get back to you!
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Creative Writing prompts for those who love to write!

Secret Message: 

Write something with a secret

message hidden in between the

words. For example, you could

make an acrostic poem using the

last letters of the word or use

secret code words in the poem

that only you would know.

The Letter: 

Write a poem or story

using words from a

famous 

letter or inspired by a

letter someone sent you.

What You Don’t Know:

Write about a secret you’ve

kept from someone else or

how you feel when you know

someone is keeping a secret

from you.

Light at the End of the

Tunnel: 

Write about a time when

you saw hope when it

seemed like a hopeless

situation.

Crossword Puzzle
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